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About Our
Company

WARDIERE INC.

HB & AL SHAMI AUTO TYRES
TRADING LLC was established
in Dubai, United Arab Emirates in 1996.

HB & AL SHAMI AUTO TYRES
TRADING LLC is the first one who joined
Tyre Plus in year 2008 in Middle East. Tyre
Plus is a network of professional
independent tire retailers offering high
quality products and automotive services
at competitive prices.

 



OUR JOURNEY
TYREPLUS is a one-stop-shop offering
you a wide choice of major tire brands,
lubricants, batteries, suspension and
braking systems.



Vision
Solved The Problem

Give multiple optional

Our knowledgeable and friendly staff will provide
professional service and advice, givingyou piece-of-
mind that your vehicle is in good hands.



Our Products
 Michelin
 Bridgestone
 Goodyear
 Dunlop
 Pirelli
 Davanti
 Accelera 



Our Services

Tyre repairs:

Repairing a tire is not as straightforward as
you first might think.
Our tire repairs are covered by a thorough
check by our specialized technicians, after
checking we will give our recommendations
also on the repair materials to be used.



Our Services
 Wheel balancing:

When the experts at Al Shami balance your wheels, they
are helping to ensure that your tires are spinning around
as evenly as possible, which is important for optimal
driving performance. Wheel-balance service includes:

Tyre and wheel removal.
Mounting each wheel on a state-of-the-art balancing
machine.
Spinning each wheel to make sure the weight of the
wheel and tire are balanced evenly around the axle
Detecting and locating any imbalance.



Our Services
 Attaching the appropriate weight on the opposite
side of the tire to compensate forweight differences
Remounting tires and wheels.

Wheel alignment:

Regular vehicle alignment checks and adjustments can prevent

We at AL SHAMI uses State-of-the-art wheel alignment

 Wheel Alignment should be checked whenever new tires are 
installed,suspension components installed, when the vehicle has 
encountered a major road hazard or curb and any time 
unusual tire wear patterns appear. 

irregular tire wear and unnecessary stress on your vehicle, saving you 
time and unnecessary expenses.

machines.



Our Services
Quality batteries:

 Oil service:

o If your battery needs replacement we hold stock all year long. Our
batteries are available at very competitive prices, TYREPLUS AL SHAMI
offers you a FREE Battery Check for your vehicle and gives you a printout
of the current condition of your battery.

o There are many choices of oils available for modern vehicles - you can 
be assured that TYREPLUS AL SHAMI has access to the latest oil products.
Our highly qualified technicians will be on hand to give you advice and
help you identify the most suitable oil for your vehicle.



Our Services

Shock absorbers:

Nitrogen:

Brakes & Disks services:
o Our fully trained brake technicians were able to offer a
comprehensive
brake inspection report and replacement service. Whatever you drive,
our top-quality brakes service will ensure total safety for you and your
family.

If the front of your car dips when braking, is swayed by side winds or
feels like it is handling poorly, you could have faulty suspension. For
peace of mind arrange to take your vehicle to your TYREPLUS AL
SAHMI for a suspension check as part of our free Vehicle Health Check.

he physical size of a Nitrogen molecule is larger than that of
compressed air. Nitrogen will leak from a tire over a longer period of
time than compressed air. As Nitrogen helps to keep your tire pressure
appropriate for longer, it can help you increase your fuel efficiency for
longer and therefore decrease fuel consumption.



Our Services
Air-condition:

Rotation:

Our fully trained technicians will conduct a free air-con check to ensure
 thesystem is working properly. If everything is okay, there will be no 
charges to bare. And if your system needs recharging, we can carry 
out the work while you wait. 

To benefit more from the tire’s life we recommend rotating the tires 
every10,000 KM according to the manufacturer&#39;s recommendation.
We at AL SHAMI do it for free when you buy the tires from our shop.



Our Services
Rims Repair:

In less than one-hour, we can remove the damaged alloy wheel, fix and refurbish
the alloy rim, Result? A completely repaired alloy wheel rim
looking as good as new for a fraction of the cost of a replacement.

Michanical:
An auto mechanic performs maintenance, diagnostic testing, repairs, and 
inspections cars. We work on engines, drive belts, transmissions, and 
electronic systems such as steering, brakes, and accident-avoidance systems.



Contact Us HB & AL SHAMI AUTO
TYRES TRADING LLC

04- 354 0551

Al Quoz 3, Opposite of the
New Audi Center, Al Mulla

WH No. 11, Dubai

info@alshami.ae

Um Ramoul, Opposite
civil defence Dubai

04-2850049



Thank You


